1F Symbol Zone
Discover your Earth

Using the latest scientific data and tools, discover your planet, at how all life is connected, and how to sustain your home, this beautiful Earth.

3F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Create your future

This zone welcomes you to first imagine a future society and lifestyle that you want, and then think on how you can make your dream future a reality.

5F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Explore the frontiers

This zone allows you to explore space, your solar system, the Earth and all life there on a wide variety of scales.

FLOOR GUIDE

1F Symbol Zone
Special Exhibition Zone

1F Geo-Cosmos
Enjoy movies screened on the “Globe-like display”.
(Approx. 2–10 minutes)
Starts 15 minutes past every hour from 10:00–17:00

3F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Create your future

ASIMO
ASIMO demonstrates amazing movements suggesting your future with robots.
(Approx. 10 minutes)
11:00 / 13:00 / 14:00 / 16:00

5F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Explore the frontiers

Co-Studio
Science Communicators provide a variety of lectures and demonstrations.

7F Communication Floor (Conference Room)
Viewing Lounge (Restaurant)

6F Dome Theater

5F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Café

3F Permanent Exhibition Zone
Curiosity Field

1F Symbol Zone
Special Exhibition Zone
UNI-CUB Station

You can ride on a personal mobility, the UNI-CUB.